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ABOUT TRAVEL AGGREGATOR

Travel Aggregator is the monthly newsletter published in-house by WebBeds Asia Pacific. Created 
especially for our travel trade partners and clients, this informative newsletter will include the latest 
updates from WebBeds Asia Pacific, including our news and developments, plus exciting offers from 
our partners, a selection of the hottest hotel deals, and much more! 

If you’d like to be featured in the next issue of Travel Aggregator, please email 
Travel.Aggregator@webbeds.com. Alternatively, for marketing partnerships with WebBeds Asia Pacific, 
please email apac.marketing@webbeds.com

FOREWORD

Welcome to Travel Aggregator, WebBeds’ newsletter dedicated to the travel trade in Asia Pacific!

This will be our final edition of 2022; a year that started with continued travel restrictions and has 

ended with the reopening of almost every destination across the region.

To celebrate this renewed freedom, we take a look at the best trips to take before the year ends. 

Whether you’re finally embarking on a long-awaited vacation or you simply want to get away for the 

festive season, we reveal a series of enticing options for your end-of-year escape.

The last few years have highlighted the issue of mental health and how mindfulness can help us 

to achieve inner peace. Solo travel is a wonderful way to enrich your mind, body and soul, and we 

highlight this rising trend with an article about the best places in Asia Pacific to discover your own 

personal sense of freedom.

Japan became one of the last countries to reopen its borders on 11th October, so we’re flying back 

to Tokyo for an immersive 72-hour urban adventure. This three-day itinerary will reveal what’s new, 

or what we’ve missed most since we last visited the Japanese capital. A glass of sake is surely on the 

agenda, and as the festive season approaches, we raise a glass to Asia’s finest alcoholic beverages!

Don’t miss our regular “Ask the Insider” feature, revealing top travel tips from one of our esteemed 

travel agent partners. And of course, you can catch up with all the latest news, photos and exclusive 

offers from WebBeds in Asia Pacific.

Happy holidays!

KS Sun
President, Asia Pacific
WebBeds

To catch up on any past editions of Travel Aggregator, simply head to 
apac-marketing.webbeds.com/aggregator
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Explore some of the most popular 
destinations in Asia Pacific, whether 
it’s a family holiday, a honeymoon or 
a solo trip, go all out now!

See All Deals

Exclusive Discounts 
of Up to 72% OFF

Book & Stay by 30 November 2022

https://apac-marketing.webbeds.com/go-all-out


Taste 
the Spirit

of Asia
Asia has a long history of alcohol production, with evidence 

of the practice dating back as far as 7,000 BCE. Today, this 

region produces some of the planet’s best beers, world-class 

wines and refined spirits. With many people planning to pop 

a cork and celebrate the festive season next month, this is 

an excellent opportunity to take a look at the best alcoholic 

beverages Asia has to offer.



Q I N G D A O  H A I Y I  S A I L I N G  H O T E LT S I N G T A O  B E E R
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QINGDAO HAIYI SAILING HOTEL
HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

Qingdao Haiyi Sailing Hotel is a modern landmark on the seafront of this vibrant coastal city. 

Approximately 20 minutes’ drive from the Tsingtao Beer Museum, this five-star hotel features stylish hotel 

rooms, boutique apartments and spacious suites that overlook the Yellow Sea, plus fine-dining restaurants 

with panoramic ocean vistas. Wellness is a key component of the property, with a saltwater hot spring, 

indoor swimming pool, health club and a salt room using minerals from deep in the Himalayas.

TSINGTAO BEER
China’s most famous beer, Tsingtao is produced with spring 

water from Laoshan Mountain, which gives it a crisp flavour and 

fresh aroma. Head to the Tsingtao Beer Museum in Qingdao, 

Shandong province, to learn all about this historic company and 

of course, taste the beer. Then unwind on Dengzhou Road, also  

known as “Qingdao Beer Street”, where they sell bottles that have 

been produced the same day. A few cold beers are the perfect 

accompaniment to the street’s fresh seafood.

CHINA



U R B A N  H O T E L  K Y O T OS A K E
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URBAN HOTEL KYOTO
HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

Urban Hotel Kyoto is a modern midscale hotel that puts guests in the heart of historic Kyoto, just 10 

minutes by local train from Fushimi. Guests can stay in a choice of comfortable single, double or twin 

rooms with contemporary amenities and Wi-Fi. Enjoy breakfast at Café Restaurant Lavender before 

heading out to explore Kyoto’s many historic and cultural treasures, including Fushimi Inari Taisha Shrine 

with its bright red torii gates, and of course, the local sake distilleries.

SAKE
Sake is Asia’s most iconic alcoholic beverage. Made from 

fermented rice, this fine spirit is believed to have originated more 

than 2,500 years ago and has become synonymous with Japan’s 

cultural heritage. The country’s oldest sake brewery was founded 

by Samurai warriors in the 12th Century and has, incredibly, been 

run by the same family ever since. The best place to discover this 

famous spirit today is Fushimi, Kyoto’s sake district, where guests 

can tour the distilleries and museums.

JAPAN



C O R O  H O T E LR U M
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CORO HOTEL
HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

Coro Hotel is perfectly positioned in Poblacion, surrounded by a wealth of places to drink, dine and 

unwind. This upscale property features a series of well-equipped rooms and suites, including options with 

a glass-fronted outdoor plunge pool on the balcony. Guests can chill out at the rooftop pool and grab cool 

drinks at the Roof Deck Bar, which overlooks the city. A fitness room, coffee shop, health spa and kids’ play 

area are also available.

RUM
Rum is a big deal in the Philippines. The country is one of the 

biggest producers of rum in the world, and Tanduay – a national 

institution dating back to 1854 – recently surpassed Bacardi 

as the biggest selling rum brand globally. Go to any inuman, 

a social gathering with drinks and karaoke, and you will find a 

bottle of Tanduay on the table. Experience this national passion 

at Poblacion, Makati’s trendiest neighbourhood which is home 

to upbeat restaurants, bars and clubs.

PHILIPPINES



L O T T E  H O T E L  S E O U LS O J U
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LOTTE HOTEL SEOUL
HOTEL RECOMMENDATION

LOTTE Hotel Seoul is one of Korea’s most iconic places to stay. Set in the heart of the capital, surrounded 

by the shops and attractions of Myeongdong, this five-star landmark features 1,015 rooms and suites and a 

wealth of high-end facilities across two towers: the Main Tower and Executive Tower. The hotel is a culinary 

haven, with Michelin-starred French cuisine at Pierre Gagnaire à Séoul and several other highly acclaimed 

restaurants. Euljiro Pocha Street is less than 10 minutes away.

SOJU
Korea’s national drink, Soju is hugely popular. According to 

International Wine & Spirits Research, Jinro Soju is the world’s 

best-selling spirit brand, outselling famous names such as 

Stolichnaya vodka and Johnnie Walker whiskey. Traditionally, this 

clear liquor is produced in South Korea’s Andong region, but the 

best place to savour it is in downtown Seoul. The tented bars and 

food stalls of Euljiro Pocha Street provide a superb setting to sit 

back and feel the social buzz of the city.

SOUTH KOREA



Bangkok | Beijing | Berlin | Chennai | Guangzhou | London | Manila | Melbourne | Paris | Singapore | Tokyo

We bring you to the city,
and the city to you.

Check in with your coffee companion,
your local insider.

Step into your own adventure, 
live, work and play in the 

heart of the cities you love.

Activate infinite possibilities 
with Citadines.

Get the latest business insights, sales 

knowledge and more exclusively on 

WebBeds Insider. 

Stand to win awesome prizes monthly 

such as luxurious hotel stays, tech 

gadgets and shopping vouchers! 

Find out more >

https://apac-marketing.webbeds.com/intro-insider/


AMAZING 
EXPERIENCES 
TO END 2022

The end of the year is almost here. So, did you accomplish everything you wanted to in 2022? Don’t worry, there’s still time to 

tick things off your bucket list. A year that started with travel disruption is ending in almost complete freedom, so let’s use the 

upcoming holiday season to make up for lost time! Whether you’re rescheduling a long delayed vacation or planning a special 

escape to end the year, the next few weeks are filled with opportunities for adventure.

If you still need inspiration, here are a few ideas for your end-of-year break…



Take a Wellness     
Break In…

NINH 
VAN BAY
At the end of a long and tiring year, everybody 

needs a little “me time”. Ninh Van Bay is the 

perfect place to indulge in personal pampering. 

Nestled on a pristine peninsula in south-central 

Vietnam, this breath-taking bay is famous for 

its wild beauty and unspoiled stretches of soft 

white sand. Simply take yourself away from your 

daily life and enjoy a few days of self-care. What a 

wonderful way to end 2022. 

VIETNAM



S I X  S E N S E S  N I N H  VA N  B A YA N  L A M  R E T R E A T S  N I N H  VA N  B A Y
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SIX SENSES 
NINH VAN BAY
Six Senses Ninh Van Bay appears woven organically 

into the bay. Surrounded on all sides by dramatic rock 

formations, a white sand beach and the turquoise sea, 

it is only accessible by boat, which creates the illusion 

that guests have been transported to a remote tropical 

island. Pool villas perched over the rocks or nestled in 

the hillside, seafront dining and a hilltop spa add to the 

sense of luxury and tranquility.

WHERE TO STAY

AN LAM RETREATS 
NINH VAN BAY
An Lam Retreats Ninh Van Bay is a sublime and spiritual 

resort where guests can soothe their senses, surrounded 

by nature. Infused with understated luxury, this five-star 

sanctuary comprises 37 eco-friendly villas. The Jungle 

Spa showcases traditional Vietnamese treatments with 

a modern twist, the outdoor yoga pavilion sets the stage 

for rejuvenation, and the stream is a serene setting for 

meditation and sound healing. Organic produce from 

the Chef’s Garden is used in the restaurants.

WHERE TO STAY



Contribute to 
Sustainability In…

ZURICH
Sustainable escapes are one of the biggest 

new trends in travel, but one country has been 

spearheading the environmental movement for 

decades. Switzerland, with its soaring peaks and 

pure air, is ideal for a clean, green vacation. Tour 

the country on a hydroelectricity-powered train 

and stop in Zermatt, the charming car-free town 

at the foot of Matterhorn, the iconic Alpine peak. 

What a rewarding way to make a positive impact 

on the planet.

SWITZERLAND



W I D D E R  Z U R I C HA L E X  L A K E  Z U R I C H
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WIDDER ZURICH
Widder Zurich represents the city element of The Living 

Circle’s “City & Lake Resort” and puts guests in the 

heart of Switzerland’s largest city. Each room or suite 

is individually decorated, creating a sense of discovery 

and exclusivity, while also coming fully equipped with 

a Nespresso machine and multimedia entertainment. 

Enjoy outstanding cuisine at Widder Restaurant and La 

Rôtisserie, unwind at the health club, then step out and 

uncover the wonders of Zurich.

WHERE TO STAY

ALEX LAKE ZURICH
Alex Lake Zurich is a highly sustainable five-star hotel 

that exudes the peace and tranquility of a lakeside 

retreat. The waterfront element of The Living Circle’s 

“City & Lake Resort” is set directly on the western 

shore of Lake Zurich. Guests can relax at the onsite 

health club, indulge in Michelin-starred fine-dining 

at AQUA, the lakeside restaurant, take a boat into 

the heart of Zurich, or hop on an e-bike and explore 

beyond the city.

WHERE TO STAY



Reconnect With        
Your Loved Ones In…

DUBAI
During a long and hectic year, everyday life often 

gets in the way of spending quality time with our 

loved ones. That’s why the end-of-year holidays 

are so important. Every couple or family needs to 

take some time out to relax and reconnect with 

one another. With so many amazing attractions, 

from theme parks and shopping malls to cultural 

activities, dining experiences and more, Dubai is 

the perfect place to make new memories.

UAE



G E V O R A  H O T E LC O P T H O R N E  H O T E L  D U B A I
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GEVORA HOTEL
Gevora Hotel is the tallest hotel in the world, rising 356 

metres in Dubai’s Trade Centre area, within easy reach 

of family attractions such as the Museum of the Future 

and Dubai Mall. Guests can stay in apartment-style 

rooms with kitchenettes and interactive TVs, cool off 

in the 12th floor swimming pools and dine in a choice 

of restaurants. Naturally, spectacular vistas stretch out 

from all parts of the hotel.

WHERE TO STAY

COPTHORNE HOTEL 
DUBAI
Copthorne Hotel Dubai is an exceptional option for 

guests who want to spend time with their loved ones. 

An oasis of calm in the middle of a glittering city, close 

to Dubai Creek, this upscale hotel promises spacious 

rooms and a selection of two-bedroom suites with 

private dining areas for family meals. Swimming pools 

and a children’s play area allow all ages to unwind and 

the shuttle bus offers direct connections to the beach 

and mall. 

WHERE TO STAY



SYDNEY
Food and the festive season go hand in hand, and 

there can be few better places to experience great 

gastronomy than Sydney. With its multicultural 

population, lively markets and focus on fresh, 

organic produce, this is a wonderful city for people 

with a passion for food. Whether you grab a coffee 

and daytime bites at an artisan café or savour a 

memorable evening meal at a Michelin-starred 

restaurant, Sydney’s culinary scene is guaranteed 

to tickle your taste buds.

AUSTRALIA

Feed Your Soul In…



A D G E  A P A R T M E N T  H O T E LO V O L O  W O O L L O O M O O L O O 
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ADGE APARTMENT 
HOTEL
ADGE Apartment Hotel is a bright and stylish place to 

stay in Sydney’s Surry Hills, the cosmopolitan district that 

boasts a vibrant café culture and celebrity restaurants. 

Guests do not need to travel far to find great gastronomy 

however; the hotel’s lobby houses an omakase restaurant 

by Raita Noda, which can only seat eight diners at a 

time. Surry Hills Markets is also an immersive setting to 

uncover handmade local produce.

WHERE TO STAY

OVOLO 
WOOLLOOMOOLOO 
Ovolo Woolloomooloo is a design-led, five-star 

boutique hotel in heritage-listed Finger Wharf. Stay 

in chic rooms and loft suites, plunge into the indoor 

pool, work out at the fitness centre and discover 

inventive plant-based dining at Alibi. Then head out to 

stroll and shop amid this historic precinct, which has 

been converted from a former passenger pier into a 

fashionable lifestyle strip with some of Sydney’s best 

boutiques, bars and restaurants.

WHERE TO STAY



Ring In the                   
New Year In…

NEW  
YORK CITY
Celebrate the end of the year in style at the world’s 

most famous countdown party: the New Year’s 

Eve Ball Drop! Come together with thousands 

of revellers in Times Square and gaze up as this 

sparkling occasion marks the final moments of 

the year. The “Big Apple” is always filled with a 

sense of hope and optimism, which makes it a 

great place to step into 2023. Manhattan’s iconic 

attractions also create outstanding opportunities 

for a weekend break.

USA



S O F I T E L  N E W  Y O R KN E W  Y O R K  H I L T O N  M I D T O W N
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SOFITEL NEW YORK
Sofitel New York is an oasis of luxury and French savoir-

faire in the heart of Manhattan. Soak up stunning city 

views from some of the city’s most spacious rooms 

or suites, including four spectacular Terrace Suites on 

the 24th floor. Savour modern French cuisine at Gaby 

Brasserie or cool cocktails at Gaby Bar, then step out and 

feel the buzz of famous attractions such as Broadway, 

Fifth Avenue, Times Square and more.

WHERE TO STAY

NEW YORK HILTON 
MIDTOWN
New York Hilton Midtown is perfectly positioned in 

Midtown Manhattan, just moments from the end-of-year 

action at Times Square and other iconic attractions such 

as Central Park and Fifth Avenue. Admire sweeping city 

views from your room or suite, including family options, 

work out at the fitness centre and enjoy all-day dining at 

Herb N’ Kitchen, the culinary marketplace. At the end of 

your night, grab a Manhattan cocktail at Bridges Bar.

WHERE TO STAY



Dreamy Holidays
Immerse in an elevated experience with exclusive 

savings of up to 80% on higher category rooms across 

Asia Pacific, including Club Rooms, Villas and Suites! 

Book: 1 October – 31 December 2022

Stay: 1 November – 31 December 2022

Find out more >

https://apac-marketing.webbeds.com/dreamy-holidays/


Solo Travel in 
Southeast Asia

In the busy modern world, we all need a little solitude, and there are few 

better ways to achieve inner peace and mindfulness than solo travelling. 

While it may seem daunting at first, discovering the world alone brings an 

unparalleled sense of freedom, enhanced self-confidence, new friends and 

unforgettable experiences.

In this edition of Travel Aggregator, we reveal the best places in Southeast 

Asia to embark on a solo adventure. So, get out of your comfort zone and 

start exploring – you won’t regret it!



S I N G A P O R E
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Singapore
WHERE TO GO

Singapore is superb for first-time solo travellers. Safe, clean 

and with no language barrier, the Lion City boasts an easy and 

efficient public transport system, friendly local people and an 

excellent choice of hotels and restaurants. The iconic attractions 

of Marina Bay are an ideal first stop, creating a great backdrop 

for selfies. As you get more confident, the cultural hubs of 

Kampong Gelam, Singapore’s Muslim Quarter, and the colourful 

shophouses of Joo Chiat are even more rewarding. 



Mandarin Oriental Singapore is an iconic landmark 

in the heart of the city. Solo travellers can experience 

unparalleled luxury with spacious rooms overlooking 

the city and Marina Bay, seven dramatic dining and 

social destinations, including Japanese, Cantonese, 

Italian and steakhouse restaurants, plus an alfresco 

lounge with bay views. The spectacular swimming pool 

and serene spa offer myriad ways to chill out.

Mandarin Oriental 
Singapore 

Capri by Fraser China Square reflects the modern 

face of Singapore: classical yet contemporary, cultural 

yet cutting-edge. Perfectly positioned in Chinatown, 

the vibrant heritage district, this new 16-storey hotel 

is integrated with smart technology including a 24-7 

gym with interactive flooring, a laundrette with games, 

and a rooftop pool. Each room comes fitted with 

complimentary Wi-Fi and a kitchenette for added 

convenience.

Capri by Fraser 
China Square 

Hotel Traveltine puts you in the heart of Singapore, 

between the soaring CBD and the heritage enclave of 

Kampong Glam. Just moments from the MRT network, 

this upscale hotel is within easy reach of the entire 

city. Stay in a choice of bright rooms, slide into the 

shimmering rooftop pool, and enjoy homely cuisine at 

the onsite 700 Café, which specialises in local classics 

such as nasi goreng and Hokkien mee.

Hotel Traveltine 
Grand Park City Hall is well-situated in Singapore’s 

CBD, surrounded by shops, restaurants and bars. 

This five-star hotel blends colonial charm with 

contemporary style, refined dining at Tablescape, the 

modern European restaurant and additional amenities 

at the Crystal Club Lounge. When you’re not out 

exploring the city, simply unwind in the outdoor pool 

or work out at the fitness centre.

Grand Park City Hall

R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  S I N G A P O R E R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  S I N G A P O R E

S I N G A P O R ES I N G A P O R E
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M A L A Y S I A
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Malaysia
Malaysia is a wonderfully diverse destination, which makes it 

extremely rewarding for solo travellers with a desire for discovery. 

UNESCO-listed Georgetown in Penang is famous for its eclectic 

street art, charming shophouses and distinctive local hawker 

dishes such as assam laksa, char kuay teow and nasi kandar. 

Further south, the World Heritage port of Melaka is filled with 

historical forts, museums, churches and landmarks that trace the 

city’s British, Dutch and Portuguese heritage. 

WHERE TO GO



The Edison Georgetown is an architectural gem that 

highlights the rich heritage of this UNESCO-listed city. 

Originally built in 1906 as the residence of a wealthy 

Hakka tycoon, this colonial mansion underwent a 

dramatic transformation in 2014, re-emerging as a 

beautiful boutique hotel. Unwind in elegant rooms and 

suites, take a dip in the pool, chill out in a cabana or 

enjoy casual dining at The Lounge.

The Edison 
Georgetown

The Shore Hotel & Residences embodies the modern face 

of this charming port city. Situated in the historical heart 

of Melaka, this upscale landmark features contemporary 

rooms and suites and extensive amenities, including 

a ninth floor fitness centre, jacuzzi and swimming 

pools for adults and kids. A play area and sports court 

provide options for relaxation and the rooftop showcases 

panoramic views of city, sea and sunset.

The Shore Hotel 
& Residences

The Baba House Melaka reflects the traditional grace 

of Malaysia’s famous heritage city. For solo travellers, 

midscale hotels often provide the perfect blend of 

comfort, convenience and camaraderie. At The Baba 

House, you can socialise at the rooftop bar, walk into the 

Bilek Bacha Library for some leisure reading of Peranakan 

heritage books, and savour authentic Nyonya cuisine at 

Mari Chiak Restaurant, before heading out to explore the 

vibrant sights and sounds of Jonker Street.

The Baba House 
Melaka

Hard Rock Hotel Penang is an upbeat international 

resort that brings the spirit of this famous music-

themed brand to Malaysia. The rooms and suites are 

complemented by signature facilities such as the Hard 

Rock Café, Body Rock gym, Rock Spa, Rock Om yoga 

studio and the largest free-form pool in Penang. Solo 

travellers can also create the soundtrack to their trip 

with the “Sound of Your Stay” music programme.

Hard Rock Hotel 
Penang

R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  M A L A Y S I A R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  M A L A Y S I A

M A L A Y S I AM A L A Y S I A

5 0 5 1



I N D O N E S I A
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Indonesia
The most magical moments of solo travel often come when 

exploring the great outdoors. In Indonesia, which is home 

to over 150 active volcanoes, the dramatic landscapes create 

amazing opportunities for epic adventures. Whether you choose 

to hike up Mount Batur and Mount Agung in Bali, Mount Rinjani 

in Lombok, Mount Bromo in East Java or any other peak, the 

spectacular views – especially at sunrise – will remain ingrained 

in your memory for eternity.

WHERE TO GO



Maya Ubud Resort & Spa is nestled in the cultural heart 

of Bali, amid a lush landscape of jungles, cascading 

rivers and waterfalls. This makes it the ultimate place 

to unwind and find yourself, especially in the elegant 

yoga pavilion and rainforest spa. At the end of a day 

of discovery, you can retire to a stunning Forest Suite, 

Jacuzzi Villa or Pool Villa – pure bliss!

Maya Ubud Resort 
& Spa

Jambuluwuk Convention Hall & Resorts Batu puts you on 

the doorstep of Mount Bromo, one of Indonesia’s most 

iconic active volcanoes. Nestled in the hills of East Java, 

1,035 metres above sea level, this five-star resort frames 

inspiring views of the surrounding landscape. Plenty of 

activities are available, from the adrenaline-fueled aerial 

adventure course and ATV track to the invigorating sauna 

and infinity pool.

Jambuluwuk 
Convention Hall 
& Resorts Batu

Ramayana Candidasa is perfectly positioned on the 

enchanting east coast of Bali. When you’re not trekking 

through the spectacular scenery of the “Island of the 

Gods”, you can soothe your senses at the Rama Spa, 

find inner peace amid the shady trees and lily ponds 

of the Zen Garden, take a refreshing dip in the seafront 

pool or dine in style at Garpu, the ocean-facing 

restaurant.

Ramayana 
Candidasa

The Oberoi Beach Resorts Lombok introduces five-star 

luxury to this idyllic Indonesian island. Set directly on 

the white sands of Medana Beach, this is a tropical 

haven of tranquility where you can relax, reconnect with 

yourself and be immersed in the beauty of nature. Raise 

a glass to your intrepid adventure as the sun sets over 

Mount Agung, across the sea in neighbouring Bali.

The Oberoi Beach 
Resorts Lombok

R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  I N D O N E S I A R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  I N D O N E S I A

I N D O N E S I AI N D O N E S I A
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T H A I L A N D
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Thailand
The “Land of Smiles” is a wonderfully friendly country for solo 

travellers. Intrepid adventurers have flocked to Thailand for 

many decades to find their own personal paradise, and they are 

always offered a warm welcome. Personal discoveries await, from 

blissful beaches and colourful coral reefs to vibrant nightlife and 

sizzling street food. Simply learn a few Thai phrases, chat with 

local people and dine at authentic restaurants; you’re sure to 

make plenty of friends!

WHERE TO GO



Kirikayan Boutique Resort is an upscale designer resort 

on Chaweng Beach, Koh Samui’s most upbeat tourism 

enclave. Designed in a contemporary Thai style, you will 

feel in tune with the spirit of Thailand’s famous “Coconut 

Island.” Simply slide into the freeform infinity pool, laze 

on a sun lounger as the waves lap gently on the shore, 

or taste tempting Thai dishes in the restaurant.

Kirikayan 
Boutique Resort

Phi Phi Holiday Resort is an idyllic island retreat that 

allows you to soak up the tropical beauty of southern 

Thailand. Nestled on Koh Phi Phi Don, the car-free island 

that has been popular with solo travellers for decades, 

this upscale resort features a seafront swimming pool, 

an alfresco restaurant, snorkelling, water sports, a beach 

club and more. Thai cooking classes are also available.

Phi Phi Holiday 
Resort

Mandarin Eastville Pattaya is a wonderful place to 

achieve inner peace. The Zen Building is designed to 

soothe, with spacious accommodation starting from 41 

square metres, a serene swimming pool and a sauna. 

Zen Koji is a chic setting to enjoy Japanese delicacies, 

while Me Eatery & Bar showcases Thai, pan-Asian and 

international dishes. Pattaya’s lively attractions are just 

a short distance away.

Mandarin Eastville 
Pattaya 

Angsana Laguna Phuket is an elegant resort set 

between languid lagoons and the soft, sandy beach 

on this southern island’s sublime sunset coast. Stroll 

barefoot along Bangtao Bay, laze in the 300-metre-long 

freeform pool, or be revived at the Angsana Spa. Baan 

Talay is a great place to sample world-class Thai cuisine 

and Xana Beach is a stunning setting to sit back and 

watch the sunset.

Angsana Laguna 
Phuket

R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  T H A I L A N D R E C O M M E N D E D  S T A Y S  I N  T H A I L A N D
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Make a cultural getaway at                
up to 50% off our Asia Pacific Bestsellers 
and earn 2X Bonus FIT Points! Book Now

https://apac-marketing.webbeds.com/apacbestsellers/


The reopening of Tokyo to international visitors was one of the most hotly anticipated moments of the year. 

When Japan finally eased its entry restrictions in October, the travel industry saw a surge in searches and 

bookings for the capital. So, what can guests expect when they return to Tokyo? 

To help travellers plan their trip, we’ve created an immersive 72-hour itinerary that encompasses many of 

this captivating city’s most engaging attractions and activities – perfect for first timers and those who want 

to see what’s changed since their last visit.

72 HOURS
IN TOKYO



STAY UP LATE IN ROPPONGI

Tokyo’s most famous nightlife district, Roppongi is an exciting 

place to visit after dark. This entertainment enclave is not only 

for partygoers, however; it is also home to some of the city’s 

finest Michelin-starred restaurants, such as Sukiyabashi Jiro, the 

acclaimed sushi venue, and JG Tokyo, which is run by culinary 

icon Jean-Georges Vongerichten. After dinner, guests can sample 

the area’s nightlife in a wide range of bars and clubs.

GO ALTERNATIVE IN SHIMO-KITAZAWA

Just a short distance from Shibuya, Shimo-Kitazawa 

represents the alternative face of Japanese culture. 

This hipster enclave exudes a laidback Bohemian 

vibe, with vintage stores, book shops and casual 

cafés. Hang out with artists and artisans during the 

day, go record shopping at an independent music 

store, or unwind in a backstreet bar or bistro. 
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CHECK OUT THE LATEST FASHION 
TRENDS IN HARAJUKU

No trip to Tokyo would be complete without stepping 

on the iconic crossing at Shibuya, surrounded by 

colourful billboards and digital screens. This dynamic 

downtown district is also a global epicentre of fashion and 

entertainment, with a wide variety of shopping, dining and 

entertainment options. Hang out with Japan’s youth set in 

chic cafés, bars and galleries, or simply soak up the upbeat 

street vibe including lively performances.

DAY ONE

Tokyo is one of the most trend-setting cities on Earth, 

but it’s been almost three years since we last had the 

chance to check out the latest fashions and fads. Take 

a trip to Takeshita Street in Harajuku, which is famous 

for its designer boutiques that feature all the latest 

clothes, bags and accessories. For shoppers with more 

upmarket tastes, high-end brands can be found on Cat 

Street and Omote-sando.

EXPERIENCE JAPAN’S CONTEMPORARY 
CULTURE IN SHIBUYA
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A soaring symbol on the urban skyline, the Tokyo 

Skytree is one of the world’s tallest structures, rising 

634 metres from street level to the tip of its mast. This 

makes it the ultimate place to soak up panoramic vistas, 

stretching across the entire city as far as Mount Fuji. The 

observatory features a spectacular skywalk and a section 

of glass flooring offers a vertigo-inducing view of the 

streets below.

DAY TWO

After a late night in Roppongi, what could be more 

invigorating than an early morning trip to the world’s 

largest fish market? Guests can set out to Toyosu and 

watch the famous tuna auction – an exciting and 

energetic show that trades some of the world’s most 

expensive fish. Then head to one of the area’s sushi 

restaurants for breakfast and visit Uogashi Yokocho 

Market for traditional arts and crafts.

The cultural exploration of Tokyo continues with a trip to 

Ryogoku, the spiritual home of Japan’s national sport: sumo 

wrestling. Ryogoku Kokugikan arena hosts the country’s most 

prestigious sumo tournaments and the country’s best wrestlers 

can be found training in the area. Visitors can also discover 

traditional craft workshops and museums, then explore the 

classical temples of Asakusa which reflect the rich heritage of 

the Edo period.

EXPERIENCE ANCIENT TRADITIONS 
IN RYOGOKU

VIEW THE ENTIRE CITY FROM THE 
TOKYO SKYTREE

WATCH THE FAMOUS TUNA AUCTION 
IN TOYOSU
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GET FULLY CHARGED IN AKIHABARA 

The buzzing downtown district of Akihabara is well 

known for its technology retailers, video game arcades 

and colourful “otaku” (manga and anime) culture. 

Travellers can stroll along the lively streets and rub 

shoulders with cosplayers, and shop at the area’s many 

comic book stores and themed cafés. Often known 

as Akihabara Electric Town, this is also a paradise for 

gadget lovers who will find all their dreams fulfilled at 

the area’s duty-free electronic megastores. 

EXPERIENCE THE ELEGANCE OF GINZA

One of the most famous and fashionable districts in 

Tokyo, Ginza is a shopping and dining mecca that is 

home to many of the city’s oldest department stores. 

This historic district provides a wonderful blend of 

ancient and modern, with the traditional Kabuki theatre 

sitting alongside the cutting-edge art galleries, sparkling 

shopping malls and Michelin-starred restaurants. Every 

weekend, Ginza’s main street becomes a traffic-free 

paradise for pedestrians.

MAKE A CONNECTION AT TOKYO STATION

With its beautiful red-brick facade, Tokyo Station is an 

architectural masterpiece in the heart of the city. More than 

half a million travellers flow through this vast terminal each 

day to connect to a wide range of rail services, including 

the iconic Shinkansen bullet trains. Tokyo Station is not only 

a transport hub, however; it is also a major shopping and 

dining destination. With 180 outlets, Yaseu Chikagai is one 

of Japan’s largest underground malls.

DAY THREE



TSUKI Tokyo is a sleek design hotel in the heart of Ginza 

that offers exceptional accommodation and sensational 

sake. The rooms are decorated to provide Japanese-style 

comfort, with natural fabrics and furnishings including 

traditional wooden baths. The Sake Bar is an exquisite 

setting to savour Japan’s signature spirit, with a wide 

variety of labels accompanied by gourmet bites. After 

a long day of sightseeing, the private bath provides the 

perfect place to unwind.

TSUKI Tokyo

Shibuya Stream Excel Hotel Tokyu is situated in the 

heart of Tokyo, surrounded by shops and just steps from 

the famous Shibuya crossing. The rooms are modern 

and well-equipped, while TORRENT, the integrated 

restaurant and lounge, is a vibrant social venue that 

offers cocktails, music and cuisine from Chef Nobuto 

Nagatsuma who trained in Michelin-starred restaurants. 

Part of the Shibuya Stream skyscraper, the hotel is 

connected to a retail arcade.

Shibuya Stream 
Excel Hotel Tokyu
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KAIKA Tokyo by THE SHARE HOTELS showcases 

Japanese minimalist style and elegance. Set in the city’s 

Sumida ward, home of the Tokyo Skytree and Ryogoku 

sumo stadium, this chic hotel is ideally situated for a 

72-hour city break. A choice of accommodation includes 

family rooms with bunk beds, the trendy breakfast 

menu features vegan Buddha bowls, and Safn is an art-

inspired coffee shop where guests can grab light bites 

and refreshments.

KAIKA Tokyo by 
THE SHARE HOTELS

Imperial Hotel Tokyo is one of Japan’s most prestigious 

places to stay. Opened in 1890 on a site close to the 

Imperial Palace, this five-star property features a 

collection of luxurious rooms and suites, many of which 

overlook Hibiya Park and the palace. Savour world-

class Japanese cuisine at a sushi bar or a teppanyaki 

restaurant, or enjoy a drink in the Old Imperial Bar 

which features fascinating decor paying homage to 

Frank Lloyd Wright.

Imperial Hotel Tokyo



LUXURIOUSLY
LOCAL
Discover local luxury and hospitality in Japan.

Book and stay from now to 31 March 2023.

Save up to 35% now

https://apac-marketing.webbeds.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Luxuriously-Local-Hotel-Deals-e-Flyer.pdf


WebBeds Insider is an interactive platform that provides the latest insights, opinions, giveaways and 

more exclusively to WebBeds users in Asia Pacific. In this dedicated space, we reveal insider tips from Asia 

Pacific’s top travel experts to keep you inspired! 

In this edition, Cindy Kurniawan from Karunia Tour in Indonesia reveals her favourite destination for a 

snowy winter vacation. 

My thoughts for a winter vacation always turn to 

Japan, and especially Shirakawa-go, which literally 

translates as “White River Village”. This UNESCO 

World Heritage site looks absolutely stunning 

in winter. The iconic traditional gassho-zukuri 

farmhouses are covered in a thick blanket of snow, 

which makes them look like gingerbread houses.

There are also special events on selected evenings 

in January and February that illuminate the 

farmhouses. Together with the snow, the entire 

village is turned into an idyllic winter wonderland, 

almost like a fairytale.

There are lots of other places to explore, such as the 

lush forests at the base of Mount Hakusan, the hot 

springs at Oshirakawa, temples and museums. You 

are bound to enjoy yourself at Shirakawa-go!

Ask the

Cindy Kurniawan
Karunia Tour

Shirakawa-go looks absolutely stunning in winter. 
The iconic traditional gassho-zukuri farmhouses 
are covered in a thick blanket of snow, which makes 
them look like gingerbread houses.

https://bit.ly/intro-insider


Quiz of the Month

November + December 2022

Take the Quiz

Answer 10 simple questions to earn 100 BONUS FIT Points 

Not a FIT Rewards member? Join now and access these exclusive member benefits for FREE.

Earn points when you book 
with us on FITRuums.com

 Use points to redeem a 
selection of products from 

our FIT Rewards Store

 Receive exclusive promotions 
and offers that will accelerate 

your points

Sign Up Now

Take the quiz for this bumper issue of Travel Aggregator including questions 
on Asia’s finest alcoholic beverages,  amazing experiences to end the year ,  the 

best places in Southeast Asia for solo travell ing and more.

https://rewards.fitruums.com/quiz/quiz-month-november-december-2022
https://fitruums.com/
https://rewards.fitruums.com/user/register

